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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Banca Popolare di Sondrio launches its new institutional website, available on: 
istituzionale.popso.it. 

 

Banca Popolare di Sondrio informs that from today, in conjunction with the historic 

150th anniversary of its foundation, the new institutional website is online, available on 

istituzionale.popso.it. The web portal ensures an intuitive and pleasant browsing 

experience and is also easily accessible from smartphones and tablets. In addition to the 

home page, five thematic sections are offered: Profile, Governance, Investor relations, 

Sustainability, Press Releases and Events. The site also provides the email alert service 

which, upon registration, promptly notifies of new bank's press releases. 

Alongside general information on the origin and history of the institution, the web portal 

devotes ample space to the aforementioned sections. This new proposal, aimed at 

supporting institutional and financial communication, is going to increase the already 

rich online presence of Banca Popolare di Sondrio, started in 1995 with the website 

www.popso.it which, from today, will be mainly dedicated to commercial promotion. 

Over the years, BPS has developed many other publicly available online initiatives. We 

recall, among the most significant, the Art Gallery www.popsoarte.it which enhances 

and disseminates the artistic heritage of the bank and the nonsolobanca.popso.it web 

portal which brings together proposals aimed at leisure time (trekking itineraries, 
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cycling), cultural and editorial activities (including "Il Notiziario", prestigious quarterly 

on culture, economy and current affairs, which can also be consulted on a tablet). 

Finally, it should also be mentioned the web portal www.popsoimmobili.it, created to 

facilitate the marketing of properties both owned by the bank and by third parties. The 

Internet offer is completed by the many and increasingly popular digital banking 

services that allow customers to operate independently and at any time. 

 

Sondrio, 4th of March 2021 

 
Company contacts: 
 
Investor Relations         
Dott. Michele Minelli 
0342-528.745 
michele.minelli@popso.it 
 

External Relations 
Rag. Paolo Lorenzini 
0342-528.212 
paolo.lorenzini@popso.it 
 

 
 
 
 
The English translation is provided solely for the benefit of the reader and in the case of 
discrepancies the Italian version shall prevail. 
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